ABSTRACT Rate processes in proteins are often not adequately described by simple exponential kinetics. Instead of modeling the kinetics in the time domain, it can be advantageous to perform a numerical inversion leading to a rate distribution function f(A). The features observed in f(X) (number, positions, and shapes of peaks) can then be interpreted. We discuss different numerical techniques for obtaining rate distribution functions, with special emphasis on the maximum entropy method. Examples are given for the application of these techniques to flash photolysis data of heme proteins.
INTRODUCTION
The elucidation of the relationship between the structure and function of proteins requires a detailed analysis of the kinetic features, especially as functions of external parameters such as temperature, pressure, and viscosity. Since even the smallest protein molecules are complex structures, rate processes (e.g., chemical reactions) are often complicated. Therefore, discrete exponentials do not, in general, adequately describe the observed kinetics.
In Fig. 1 we give as an example the kinetics of the binding of carbon monoxide to the separated 3-chains of the mutant hemoglobin Zurich after photodissociation at 300 K (1). The fraction N(t) of molecules that has not yet rebound a ligand within time t after the photolysis flash is plotted in two different ways. In Fig. 1 a we use a logarithmic time scale. Two different features stand out: the smooth decay in the region 10-s < t < 10' s represents nonexponential rebinding kinetics. For t > 106 s there is a more nearly exponential drop-off. Fig. 1 b displays the same data on a linear time scale. Obviously, plots that use linear time scales span at best two decades in time and are not very useful for reactions that proceed over many decades.
Any rate process may be described with a spectrum of rate coefficients X, N(t) = dA h(x)e~'. (1) Here N(t) is a normalized decay function, and h(X)dX gives the probability that the process occurs with rate coefficients between X and X + dX. As is evident from Fig. 1 , rate distributions h(X) of nonexponential processes frequently spread over several decades in rate space. Therefore Eq. 1 is inconvenient, and it is better to introduce a rate distribution functionf(X) on a logarithmic X-scale. We set h (X)dX = f(X)d log X and obtain' N(t) = d logxf(x)e-'. (2) The kinetic process is fully characterized by the time function N(t) or by the rate distribution function f(X). To obtain a quantitative description of the kinetics, the modeling of the data can be performed either in the time domain or in the rate domain.
A parameterization in the time domain can be obtained by fitting empirical model functions to the data. This approach leads to a compression of the data to a few parameters at an early stage of the data evaluation, but details in the kinetic curve may be sacrificed. The power law, N(t) = (1 + XOt)-', (3) has been used to model the nonexponential rebinding of ligands to heme proteins (2) . The corresponding rate distribution function is given by f(A) = In 10 (X/k IF(n) ) ) (4) 'We measure time in (s) and (first order) rate coefficients in (s-'). Thus h(X) has the dimension (s), and f(X) is dimensionless. We shall omit the units from the argument of the logarithm. tional constraints onf(X). Various techniques have been developed to obtain reasonable distributionsf(A) (11) . In this paper, we shall discuss the numerical techniques that we use to analyze flash photolysis data on heme proteins. A sophisticated inversion method employs the maximum entropy method (MEM), a data analysis technique that has found wide application in various fields, including radio astronomy (12) , neutron scattering (13) , fluorescence (14) , and ligand rebinding (15, 16) . The basic idea of the MEM is simple (17, 18) : a rate distributionf(A) is represented by a discrete set of data f(Xj). The amount of uncertainty involved in the specification of f(Aj) is measured by the Shannon-Jaynes entropy S. By maximizing S under the constraint that the misfit statistic x2 = 1, the MEM does not introduce spurious correlations into f(X) and yields the rate distribution function having the smoothest features compatible with both the experimental data and the noise. We will demonstrate the capabilities of the method by applying it to kinetic data taken with a large dynamic range [four decades in N(t)] over a wide range of temperatures. Subtle undulations in the rebinding curves are resolved into individual peaks describing different rebinding processes.
The inversion of the data obtained in the time domain into a distribution of rate coefficients is the first step in the kinetic analysis; yet it alone does not lead to a full understanding of the physical mechanisms that give rise to the distribution. Although the mathematical structure of Eq. 2 may suggest parallel processes observed for an inhomogeneous ensemble of molecules with different rebinding rates, the distributionf(X) may likewise arise from sequential processes. The dependence of f(A) on temperature and other external parameters gives additional information that may finally lead to a physical model describing the kinetic process.
In the present paper, we shall discuss several numerical methods used to approximatef(A) from N(t). The Kohlrausch law (3, 4) or stretched exponential,
is another example of an empirical model function that has been widely employed to parameterize nonexponential processes in the time domain (5) (6) (7) . In contrast to the power law, this function does not have a simple analytical expression for the corresponding f(X) distribution (8, 9) . Instead of using model functions in the time domain, Eq. 2 can be inverted numerically to obtain the rate distribution function f(X). The features off(X) can then be analyzed in detail. This approach has clear advantages: theoretical models usually deal with rates; it is, therefore, convenient to compare theory and experiment on the basis of the rate distribution functionf(X). Furthermore, a good method of inversion will preserve details of the experimental data N(t) in f(X). Unfortunately, the precise computation of the rate distribution functionf(X) is not a straightforward task. Whereas it is easy to calculate N(t) from a given f(X) with Eq. 2 by performing essentially a Laplace transformation, the inverse operation is ill conditioned (10) . Consequently, the inverse transform of an experimental data set, which is inevitably incomplete and noisy, leads to ambiguity in f(X). A multitude of distribution functions will agree equally well with the experimental data. In some of the solutions, f(X) will assume negative values, which is physically unreasonable. Others will exhibit wild oscillations that are not justified by the 
The areas, widths, and center positions of the Gaussians are determined by a,, bi, and XA, respectively.
Maximum entropy method
The MEM is quite general and can be used whenever the data one measures represent some transform of the function of interest. From the many solutions that fit the inevitably noisy and incomplete data equally well, the MEM selects a unique distribution free of spurious correlations.
From the kinetics experiment we obtain a set of data points7"xP(ti).
We assume that the .9"P(t,) have Gaussian errors with standard deviations a(tr). We divide the log A axis into a large number of bins with equal spacing on a logarithmic X-scale. The continuous f(X) distribution is then discretized in J values f(Xj). In our application, where the data are linear inf(X), the best fit to I data points9""P(t,) is obtained by maximizing the Bayesian posterior probability distribution that is proportional to (13, 17) 
where a is a dimensional coefficient that is not known initially. The 
The Shannon-Jaynes entropy S (22) is defined by
The function F(Xk) incorporates any prior knowledge we have about the form off(X,) into the fit. In the absence of any data, maximizing the entropy yields f(Aj) = F(X,), as can be seen by taking the derivative aSiaf(xj), setting it equal to zero and solving forf(Xj). In the absence of any prior knowledge we choose a constant F distribution so as not to introduce any structure into f not warranted by the data. The distributionf(A;) is quite insensitive to the constant value chosen for F because of the high quality of the experimental data. For all the fits shown in this paper F(Aj) was set equal to 10-2 or 10'.
Finding the maximum in-9 is equivalent to finding the maximum of
In-0 = aS -1X2/2. Different algorithms have been applied to this task (for a comparison see reference 18) . Following the work of Gull and Daniell (12), we use a simple algorithm that maximizes the function
Lo is a Lagrange multiplier that is chosen such that x2 1. The fit to the data at each time, ti, is calculated in transmittance space2
yit(ti) = 10 AAmaxX,=,^logXjf(Xj)exp( -Xti) (14) where AAm,, is the maximum change in the absorbance of the sample that occurs immediately after photolysis, and A log Aj is the spacing between neighboringf(Aj) points. Setting aQiaf(A) to zero we obtaiñ~~~~~~7 Our MEM algorithm has been tested using synthetic data with signal-to-noise characteristics similar to that found in our flash photolysis data. First a f(Aj) distribution, shown as points in Fig. 3 c, was generated and used to calculate transmittance data by Eq. 14.
Gaussian noise was added to the data. The maximum entropy algorithm produced the distribution shown as the solid line in Fig. 3 c. The fit is shown as a solid line in Fig. 3 a. The MEM does an excellent job of recovering f(A;), particularly peak positions, given the limited, noisy data. The residuals are shown in Fig. 3 b. (They are defined as x%P(ti) -_95fi'Q,)] /a(ti) and should possess a standard normal distribution. Thus 68% of the data points should fall with ± 1, and 95% should fall within ±2.) As expected, where the signal-to-noise ratio is poor (at large values of X), thef(A;) distribution is less accurately reproduced.
A second test shows the influence of noise on the sharpness of the features in the rate distribution recovered by the MEM. The most extreme case forf(X) is a b-function on a logarithmic scale, corresponding to an exponential N(t). We simulated the transmittance signal starting from 0.1 at t = 0 and approaching 1 at long times. Different amounts of Gaussian noise (independent of time) were added. Fig. 4 shows that with large amounts of noise the obtained rate distributions are rather broad. As the signal-to-noise ratio increases, the rate distribution approaches the b-function.
These two tests clearly show that the MEM does not introduce correlations that are not inherent in the data. Broad rate distributions are obtained from limited, noisy data (see Fig. 4 ) because the MEM is maximally noncommittal with regard to unavailable information. In other words, a distribution is "presumed smooth until proven spikey."
Coupled rate processes
The previous subsections addressed numerical inversion techniques for single rate processes. Often, the kinetic schemes are more complicated, involving coupled sequential and parallel processes. As an example we consider the following kinetic scheme:
BoJ3--AO (17) B, --Al -Log X FIGURE 4 Test of the maximum entropy method. Synthetic data simulating an exponential rate process were generated by calculating a transmittance signal rising from 9 = 0.1 at t = 0 to 1 at long times. Gaussian noise, independent of time, was added with standard deviations of 10', 102, 10'-, and 10-4. The corresponding rate distribution functions f(X) are shown. As the signal-to-noise ratio increases,f(X) approaches a b-function. (21) N,(t) = fdlog x g(X; aIbj, bIj, c) + cag(X; ae, be, Xc)] exp (-Xt). (22) The parameters of the Gaussians are varied to find the best fit to the data for No(t) and N1Q) using a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm.
APPLICATIONS Experimental approach
The kinetics of the binding reaction of carbon monoxide to sperm whale myoglobin after flash photolysis, Mb + CO = MbCO (23) has been investigated in great detail. The covalent bond between the heme iron and the CO ligand is broken with unit quantum efficiency on absorption of a visible photon (23) . The subsequent ligand rebinding is accompanied by changes in the absorption spectrum of the sample; therefore it can be followed in time by monitoring the intensity of light,J-, passing through the sample before and after the photolyzing laser pulse arrives at time t = 0. The transmittanceY(ti, T) at a temperature T is recorded for a set of time ti: 
where AA(ti, T) = A(ti, T) -A(0-, T) is the change in -0) , we obtain the system depicted in Fig. 5 (25) .
Initially, the ligand is bound to the heme iron. A short laser pulse breaks the Fe-CO bond and the ligand moves into the heme pocket. There the ligand has two choices: either it rebinds internally (process I) or it escapes into the solvent. Subsequently, a ligand from the solvent will enter the protein molecule and bind to the iron. We call this process S.
Protein molecules are complex systems that can assume a large numbers of conformational substates (CS) (2, (26) (27) (28) . CS vary slightly in their three-dimensional structures and generally function with different rates. Consequently, the rate coefficients for the processes sketched in Fig. 5 (33) have resolved structural inhomogeneity in the orientation of the bound CO molecule.
Monitoring in the infrared allows us to measure the binding kinetics of the three CSO separately. They perform the same function but with different rates: AO rebinds CO faster than A,, which rebinds faster than A3 (34) . The geminate rebinding to each of the A substates at low temperatures is nonexponential and is characterized by a distributed enthalpy barrier. This inhomogeneity is explained by conformational substates of tier 1, CS1. Enthalpy distributions and preexponentials of the three A substates have been measured in the infrared using two different techniques: Ansari et al. (34) 5 The 3-well model. The protein-ligand system may occupy one of three states along the reaction coordinate, rc. The ligand may be bound at the heme iron (A), be dissociated in the pocket (B), or be in the solvent (S). photolysis system. Berendzen and Braunstein (35) used temperature-derivative spectroscopy to monitor rebinding across the entire A substate spectrum while ramping the temperature.
Low-temperature rebinding monitored in the Soret band At temperatures below 200 K, the ligand cannot leave the protein molecule and rebinds via the internal process I. The rebinding rate is governed by an enthalpic barrier of height HBA. The reaction occurs either by quantum-mechanical tunneling (36, 37) (dominant below -50 K in MbCO) or by thermal activation. In the latter case, the rate coefficient A = kBA(HBA, T) is given by the Arrhenius relation (1): kBA(HBA, T) =ABA(T/To)e'HBA/RT (25) where ABA(TITO) is the frequency factor and To is set to 100 K. For a unique value of the preexponential and the enthalpic barrier we expect exponential rebinding according to N(t) = ekBA(HBA,T. (26) In contrast, process I is clearly nonexponential. We explain this observation by postulating that the protein molecules exist in many conformational substates with different rebinding barriers HBA. Below 160 K, each molecule is frozen in a particular substate with a certain barrier height HBA on the time scale of the experiment. Instead of describing the kinetics with rate distribution functions f(X) as in Eq. 2, we can model the reaction with a single, temperature-independent distribution g(HBA) of enthalpic barriers, rx N(t, ) = dHBAg (HBA)e kBA(HBA,T)) (27) The temperature dependence of N(t, T) enters solely through the Arrhenius relation for the rate coefficient.
For the activation enthalpy distribution, g(HBA), model functions are usually employed (20, 21 the earliest times to -0' s. Process S is close to exponential and responsible for the rapid drop-off around 102 s. In Fig. 7 b-d, we show the rate distribution functions f(X) that were obtained with the numerical inversion techniques presented in previous subsections. Fig. 7 b shows f(X) obtained with the derivative approximation (Eq. 6). It has large scatter at early times where the statistical error of the data is large. Although the method involves an intrinsic blurring of sharp features, three maxima in the rate distribution function are easily distinguished. Using these data as start parameters, a fit with three log-Gaussians was performed (Eq. 9). The resultingf(X) is shown in Fig. 7 c and has, as expected, narrower peaks than the f(X) obtained with the derivative approximation. The f(X) calculated with the maximum entropy method (Fig. 7 d) also shows three maxima. The middle peak is markedly broader than for the Gaussian fit. While the Gaussian fit chooses the three Gaussians most compatible with the experimental data, the MEM imposes no number or shapes of peaks, but rather yields the smoothest, broadest features compatible with the data. ., The inversion of the kinetic traces in Fig. 10 
